Progressives/Social Activists/Critical Thinkers:
Eric Alterman – Columnist for the Nation, media critic, author, professor
Ajamu Baraka – U.S. Human Rights Network
Howard Zinn – author, professor, civil rights pioneer, peace activist, progressive luminary
Noam Chomsky – arguably the most important social critic alive today
Michael Parenti – author of Superpatriotism and professor
Norman Solomon – nationally-renowned media critic and author
Mark Potok – from the Southern Poverty Law Center
Marcus Raskin – trustee at The Nation
Paul Wellstone – the late, great, populist Senator

Cultural Creatives/New-Age Thinkers
Paul H. Ray – of www.culturalcreatives.org
Duane Elgin – author of Voluntary Simplicity
Michael Toms – professor, author, interviewer and founder of New Dimensions Radio
Robert Fuller – author of Somebodies & Nobodies
Catherine Ryan Hyde – author of Pay it Forward
Katherine Martin – author of many anthologies about women who live by their values
Jessie O’Neill – of the Affluenza project
Robin Meyers – progressive Christian thinker
Samuel Oliner – professor and scholar of altruism and forgiveness
Jan Phillips – thought leader, photographer, and author
Kim Ridley – founder of Hope Magazine
Meg Wheatley – founder of the Berkana Institute

Psychology
Nathaniel Branden – well-known for his writings on self-esteem and individualistic philosophy
Albert Ellis – arguably the greatest living psychologist and prolific author
David Wexler – author & relationship/domestic violence expert

Socially-Responsible/Progressive Business/Economics Advocates
Mallen Baker – socially responsible business advocate and politician
John Abrams – C.E.O. and author of The Company You Keep
Gar Alperovitz – author of America Beyond Capitalism and professor
Wendell Berry – poet, author and philosopher
David Callahan – author of The Cheating Culture and founder of the think tank Demos
Kevin Danaher – author, sociologist and founder of Global Exchange
Hazel Henderson – one of the founders of the socially-responsible investment field
Anita Rodrick – social activist and founder of The Body Shop
Juliet Schor – sociologist, professor, and author focusing on consumerism and consumption
Stanley Westreich and Ruth Westreich – founders of the non-profit, The Westreich Foundation

Philosophy/Humanism/Feminism
Judith Barad – Author of The Ethics of Star Trek and professor
Peter Raabe – Author of many books on philosophical counseling
Peter Singer – arguably the most influential living philosopher
Paul Kurtz – leading humanistic and atheistic scholar
Nel Noddings – feminist philosopher, author and ethicist
Riane Eisler – attorney, feminist and author of The Chalice & the Blade